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A Vote for Joe Biden Is a Vote for “Economic
Asphyxiation” and Never Ending War

By Kurt Nimmo
Global Research, April 27, 2019

Region: USA

Soon  after  deep  insider  and  favored  water  carrier  for  the  financial  elite,  Joe  Biden,
announced his  candidacy the corporate propaganda media ramped up its  support  and
floated a meme that Trump is petrified of a Biden challenge next year. 

“Former  Vice  President  Joe  Biden leads  President  Trump by 8  percentage
points in a hypothetical 2020 general election matchup, according to a new
Morning Consult/Politico poll,” The Hill Reported in the days prior to Biden’s
announcement. 

The state and its propaganda media love corporate news polls and they hope this one will
convince Americans to vote establishment once again.

Trump has privately expressed concern to advisers that Biden could beat him:
report https://t.co/Ya8s8lg828 pic.twitter.com/sgD9gfLZE3

— The Hill (@thehill) April 26, 2019

Biden  likes  to  portray  himself  as  an  Average  Joe—remember  “Lunch  Bucket  Joe”?—a
commoner sharing the trials and tribulations of the masses, never mind his vote to make it
more  difficult  for  average  Americans,  victims  of  a  predatory  elite,  to  file  bankruptcy.  His
presidential campaign team is rife with corporate lobbyists. Joe is a favorite of credit card
and insurance companies. 

Back in the day, Biden admitted he is a whore for corporate interests. 

Democrats  suffering  from  Trump  Derangement  Syndrome  will  vote  for  anybody  the  DNC
throws out into the rigged political arena, even an admitted ring kisser like Joe who is now
crawling to corporations and big donors to finance his campaign. 

Due  to  DNC  shenanigans—similar  to  those  used  against  Bernie  Sanders—insider  Joe
masquerading as Mr. Normal may end up being the Democrat nominee. First, however,
competition in a crowded field needs to be swept clean. Bernie, Elizabeth, Kamala, Beto, and
Mayor Pete, to name a few, need to be marginalized. 

It’s not likely, however, that any of these people will make it to the White House in 2020. 
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Trump will be re-elected, not because he promised anything he is able to actually deliver,
but as a protest vote against the establishment, never mind Trump is following through on
the neoliberal agenda, in particular in regard to forever war. He has put his own personal
spin on the imperial presidency. 

It doesn’t matter who wins in November, 2020. The “swamp” will once again be triumphant,
the financial class will continue its rape and pillage of the economy, and the wars will go on
indefinitely, or at least until the economic house of cards collapses and the state shows its
real face. 
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